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3. 
(a) 

 
(b) 
 

Mesh/! CL (FLUENT) CD (FLUENT) 
10 degrees 
unrefined 

.8713 .0281 

10 degrees refined 1.0822 .01584 
6 degrees unrefined .6430 .01225 

 

! CL (Experiment) CD (Experiment) 
10 degrees 1.089* .0138 
6 degrees .663 .0090 

 

*Typo in HW handout; this value referenced from Caughey pdf file. 
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!"#$%%&'&()& * " +,-./01"2&3456 7 /89&'$:&(6;5"2&3456+/89&'$:&(6;5"2&3456 < =>> 

10 degrees, unrefined mesh: 

!"?@A * "
+B CD=E 7 =B>CF+

=B>CF < =>> * =FBFF! 

!"?@G * "
+B >HC= 7 B>=EC+

B >=EC < =>> * =>EBI! 

10 degrees, refined mesh: 

!"?@A * "
+=B>CHH 7 =B>CF+

=B>CF < =>> * BIHJ! 

!"?@G * "
+B >=KCJ 7 B>=EC+

B >=EC < =>> * =JBDC! 

6 degrees, unrefined mesh: 

!"?@A * "
+B IJE> 7 BIIE+

B IIE < =>> * JBKK! 

!"?@G * "
+B >=HHK 7 B>>F>+

B >>F> < =>> * EIB==! 

One mesh refinement for the 10 degree case clearly yielded lift and drag coefficients that agreed 
better with the experimental data than when experimental results were compared with data using 
the unrefined mesh. Drag coefficients overall did not line up well with experimental results. 
Because of the inviscid assumption used in FLUENT, the drag coefficients obtained from the 
simulation neglect the component of drag due to viscosity which makes up a larger component of 
the total drag than does the pressure drag, at least for low angles of attack (which we studied in 
these two cases). Note however that FLUENT does yield drag coefficients that are the correct 
order of magnitude even with the inviscid assumption. 
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MATLAB code: 

clear all 
close all 
clc 
  
Cp10_unref = dlmread('Cp_10deg_unref','\t',[4 0 203 1]); 
Cp10_ref   = dlmread('Cp_10deg_ref','\t',[4 0 203 1]); 
Cp6_unref  = dlmread('Cp_6deg_unref','\t',[4 0 203 1]); 
Cp6_exp    = dlmread('cp_06degExperiment1.txt'); 
Cp10_exp   = dlmread('cp_10degExperiment1.txt'); 
  
hold on 
plot(Cp10_unref(:,1),Cp10_unref(:,2),'b.') 
plot(Cp10_ref(:,1),Cp10_ref(:,2),'r*') 
plot(Cp10_exp(:,1),Cp10_exp(:,2),'k:') 
set(gca,'YDir','reverse') 
title('Pressure Coefficient Distrubution at 10\circ \alpha') 
xlabel('x/c') 
ylabel('C_p') 
legend('Unrefined Mesh','Refined Mesh','Experiment') 
figure 
hold off 
hold on 
plot(Cp6_unref(:,1),Cp6_unref(:,2),'m.') 
plot(Cp6_exp(:,1),Cp6_exp(:,2),'k:') 
set(gca,'YDir','reverse') 
title('Pressure Coefficient Distrubution at 6\circ \alpha') 
xlabel('x/c') 
ylabel('C_p') 
legend('Unrefined Mesh','Experiment') 
 


